NASA PVT + FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. Can I change the Study ID to use the name of my study?
   
   A: You can enter information in the Study ID field ONLY for Simple PVT. You can NOT change the Study ID for Basic Study or Aviation Study. To avoid potential issues with the app this field is pre-filled for Basic and Aviation studies. You will have to assign a Group ID if you desire to use a unique name in addition to Basic or Aviation.

2. What is the meaning of “Any changes made after the start of a study will reset the study to its beginnings”?
   
   A: Any changes made to Group ID and Subject ID after the start of a study (any data collection has taken place) will reset the study to the beginning that is, the internal trial count will be reset. The data collected up to that point is saved onto your device.

3. Why on various occasions, when completing the settings, the text entered overwrites the existing one?
   
   A: This occurs if your device is set to use a large system font size.

4. How can a user avoid text overwriting when completing time and duration entries for naps and exercise? Will this impact the way data is stored in the app?
   
   A: This issue occurs frequently with small screen devices when the user completes the data holding the device in landscape orientation. The overwriting will not impact the way data is stored on the device. To avoid the text overwriting, if possible, complete the time and duration with the device in portrait orientation.

5. Morning sleep diary asks me to provide a comment about my sleep before saving if I tap in the comment box. How can I avoid this?
   
   A: As soon as you tap in the comments field it activates it, and it becomes a required field. In case, you tap on it but have no comment, you can enter “No comment” before saving it.

6. When changing the settings in any of the studies, it changes for all studies. Can this be made unique to a particular study?
   
   A: The study field is the master field that controls the entire app. If you change the study it changes all the internal settings. So when you hit Basic Study on the main menu, then that sets all other settings in the app to use the Basic Study settings. If you change this, then it resets the app to base mode, unless you put in another study that is already known. To customize studies, you should use the Group ID field. This does not change
any of the app settings. You can click on “Complete study” or “Default settings” buttons to change a subject ID or to run a different study. More information on settings can be found in the User Guide.

7. Will the Demo PVT be displayed at all times?

A: For Simple PVT, the Demo PVT will disappear after completing the PVT training session. For Basic and Aviation, the Demo PVT will disappear after one day of data collection.

8. Is the data from Demo PVT saved on the device?

A: The data from Demo PVT is not saved on the device.

9. What is the purpose of the small blue dot in the upper right-hand corner on the PVT Demo test?

A: The blue dot will take you to the previous page where both “Start PVT” and “Demo PVT” icons are displayed.